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"Vangelis and albedo"
In the 1960s and early 1970s, Vangelis was a keyboardist and co-founder for the
Greek trio Aphrodite's Child. We are all familiar with 'Rain and tears' and 'Spring,

Summer, Winter and Fall'. Since then, Vangelis has started building a new genre of
electronic music by establishing Nemo studio, recruiting synthesizer expert Raphael,
and building a unique music space in which one could perform solo independently.
His interests were in the universe, myths and science, and it was no coincidence that
he was responsible for the Blade Runner soundtracks for example.

The music illustrating the documentary "Cosmos: Carl Sagan's private journey" is
one of the essences of Vangelis music. Last year, in 2016, he announced the concept
album for the "Rosetta Project", the world's first comet exploration. To me, the most
memorable of his music are soundtracks for Heaven & Hell and the 1942 Columbus
movies. There is, however, an album that is a radical piece related to space science,
the theme of the whole musical life of Vangelis: Th astro-physics themed 1976
[Albedo 0.39].

The Yamaha CS-80 synthesizer from Vangelis, reminiscent of the deep, grandiose
abyss of the universe, is still in my ears. Perhaps Albedo's creator was impressed as
much as I was with this album [Albedo 0.39] that he decided to dedicate his whole
life to build the first cable matching those imaginative criteria. He named it Albedo.
Albedo Silver was then founded in 1996 by Mr. Grzegorz Gierszewski. The sound
of Kimber cables was his 1st inspiration when he was still working as a dealer, selling
audio products.
It was also the first time he heard the then stunning sound of Kimber wires. In
addition, the work of Chris Sommovigo of Black Cat Cable provided further
inspiration, especially those released under the name Kimber Orchid and D60, which
was in those days a reference for a digital cable.

The Albedo Silver Company had been started with the aim of creating silver wires
with a quality surpassing what they heard from Kimber Cables. To make this possible
Greg’s efforts went to the very root of the process.
The majority of cable manufacturing companies today and in the past had only
being making cables from outsourced materials, so in essence they only handled
confection and rebranding.

Albedo craft all their pure silver directly and fully

controls a series of complicated manufacturing processes such as refining and inhouse smelting. This is the most desirable way to go, but it requires very specialized
technology and requires very expensive manufacturing equipment. However this is
an investment which Albedo dared to make. The company receives the raw silver
from KGHM mining company, and directly draws out the high purity silver wire with
the design which they wish to achieve.

"Albedo Monolith"

Albedo does not use semi-finished wire. Albedo melts the silver directly and extracts
silver wire.

The companies brain-child and creator was originally trained as a

jewellery maker so he was able to deal with various ores such as metals. According
to Albedo, there are just a few manufacturers in Europe that have blast furnaces and

silver wire manufacturing facilities, such as Albedo, which has costed hundreds of
thousands of Euros. In any case, Albedo was a great adventure and the goal was
more important than anything else. There are few cable makers that can make
mono-crystal wire, which is perhaps the biggest advantage of the Albedo Monolith.
They have three types of custom mono-crystalisation generators. The reason is to
extract runs of wires with slightly different characteristics and diameters. Their monocrystallisation process is highly unique and is known to be different from
conventional mono-crystal production techniques. One single process produces
mono-crystal flat ribbon of 3 mm wide wire rod.

This review is for the Monolith XLR and RCA interconnect cables, both of which are
made of highest purity mono-crystal wire. On the surface, the gray-coloured outer
coat looks quite luxurious. The wire is made with a unique twisted type of flat ribbon
and each cable is twisted once again at the same angle inside. In order to minimize
the inductance and so on the Albedo is known to carry out a great variety of
listening sessions while testing this structure. The insulation method uses air which
is the best material as an insulator. This type of insulation, which is realized in highend cable, necessarily requires a tube, but Monolith also creates an air tube inside
to provide the best conditions for conductor insulation.

Cable termination is made with a great concern about contact resistance and the
conductivity or tone of the conductor. No matter how excellent the cable is, the
signal loss or distortion occurs at the terminal, as the weakest point. In the case of
Monolith, different terminals have been adopted in consideration of the
characteristic difference according to the type of connection. Both XLR and the RCA
version are optimised. Rhodium-plated terminals are used for XLR cables and
rhodium-plated beryllium plugs for RCA cables. The reason for using such a material
is to maximize signal transmission efficiency by minimizing contact resistance.

The speaker cables meet the same criteria. Both cables also have a kind of clamp
in the middle of the cable. It is made of two aluminium blocks, with two screws
keeping the halves together. On top, there is the name of the cable model, along
with an arrow indicating the direction of the cable signal transmission. Of course it
does not matter which direction with the XLR cable, but it is necessary to connect
the cable according to the arrow direction with RCA.

"Setup & Listening Test"

Both monolith XLR and RCA interconnect cables have nearly identical performance
and tone. There are very slight differences depending on the terminations. First, we
used the SOtM Audio sMS-1000SQ, the Mytec Manhattan II DAC, the Jeff Roland
Synergy preamplifier, and the Plinius Power amps, and applied them between the
DAC and the preamplifier and between the preamplifier and the power amplifier.
Monolith speaker cables were also tested, but in this review, I only tested both

interconnect cables. Separate write up covers Albedo Monolith speakers cables
tested on the Dyna Audio Confidence C4 speakers.

Kurt Elling - We three Kings

Sings Christmas

I think generally that the interconnect cable effect on the overall sound of a system
is somewhat limited. What is especially audible I think is the tonal balance. Here the
difference is big. With the Monoliths applied, the size of the image of each
instrument and the gradation of the articulation grows huge. For example, in Kurt

Ellings' 'We Three Kings', tiny grains repeatedly split and coalesce, with a distinctly
brilliant colour. In particular, Kurt's vocals are initially scattered like fog, and then the
perspective is extended after the fade-in interval. The distinction between the notes
/ sounds and the pitch is very soft and clearly distinguishable.

Max Richter - Woolf works
Three Worlds

Monolith often destroys the pre-conceived notion that many silver cables can
constrict the volume of an instrument and make it sound thin and light. That does

not mean, however, that the centre of gravity is changed or that the tone is distorted.
Adding the Monolith to the system, it becomes immediately present on Max
Richter's 'Woolf works'. The energy is stronger, and the contrast of the tonal range
is clearer so it is obvious that the listener is becoming more immersed with the
progress of the composition. At first, it may be even hard to notice that it is silver
wire.

Lorenzo Gatto, Julien Libeer - Beethoven Violin Sonatas Nos 9 'Kreutzer'
Beethoven Violin Sonatas

However, the same clarity is evidnt in string music. For example, when I listen to the
Beethoven's Violin Sonatas 'Croquette', performed by Lorenzo Gato and Julien
Revere I can spot light-like particles swirling in the wind and creating a tone of fine
resolution. It cannot be said that it is coloured or the tone itself changes the balance
or carries any sort of distortion. But obviously, the shimmering melody is deeply
engraved on the surface of the piano and violin. The Monolith's penetrate deeply
into the music, showing articulation like chemical fusion, not alike any physical
transformation.

Bobo Stenson - Send in the Clowns

Goodbye

The surface of the instruments is as smooth as silk but at the same time is also rock
solid. If you increase the volume significantly, you can feel the densely packed
chords that have been accumulated for a long time. Piano in jazz recordings like
Bobo Stenson's 'Send in the clowns' leads to a culmination with a smooth,
transparent touch and a high-purity note reverberates in space. No grain nor trace
of tension can be detected. Silkiness comes paired with neutrality. In addition, a
double bass is seen where it belongs, with the firm tone and the resonant gravity
going from the bend of the bridge to the bottom of the chamber. Again, it is a
resilient and well-articulated sound that clearly shows the fingering with all the
ambience rather than a hard or rolled, woody bottom.

Marc-Andre Hamelin - Medtner Piano Concerto No.2
London Philharmonic Orchestra

Monolith clearly captures all the tonal balance without missing anything and vividly
expressing a sense of openness. If you listen to Medtner's Piano Concerto No. 2,
played by Hamelin, what you are getting is a highly extended view across all
frequency extremes: high, mid, and low range. However, it does not emphasize any
particular one. Nevertheless, it is also very attractive and displays a view into the
orchestral plan. Every section is clearly sited, groups of instruments never sound
aggressive or congested. On top of it, it is consistent with super-fast and clear attack.
The cable’s frequency and the time base characteristics are spot on, such as moist
and smooth surface texture and precise timing of relaxation before and after
shrinkage. Generally, when the time response and the sense of orientation in space

are factors the score here is excellent. The tonal charms on first contact might sound
reduced to half, but the mono-crystal Monolith is simply natural. Hence tones are
simply not artificially bloated.

"Overview"

In recent years, several cables have passed through my hands, but there are just a
few cables that can be described with words like 'musicality' and 'coherence'. It does
not harm the balance of each FQ band and the balance of the tone, and extracts
only the essence of both virtues.
Additionally, due to endless transparency and the rhythm discipline they can help
the listener to distinguish the good orchestra directors from the weak ones.
Something what only the highest purity cable can handle so well and pass by as a
signal. Lower quality wire simply covers this information and it never hits the surface.
I tortured it with all my heaviest repertoire for bass testing, including 'Angel' by
Massive Attack. The robust and tonally clear solid foundation build on richness and

creates a tremendous and luxurious nuance in the tissue of the song. If you compare
Monolith cables to a speaker, it's like reminiscence of the ScanSpeak Beryllium
tweeter, which so far has been the most ideal of all tweeters you've heard in recent
years. Albedo's inspiration taken from the Kimber sound early in the pioneering days
brought us today over the world and deep into a beautiful universe of sounds. That
'Vangelis' has transcended beyond its original boundaries.
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